[The value of quantitative analysis of myocardial contrast echocardiography in diagnosing coronary atherosclerotic heart disease].
This study was aimed to evaluate the quantitative analysis of MCE in diagnosing coronary atherosclerotic heart disease. MCE was performed on 10 patients with coronary artery disease. The parameters were extracted from imaging during the refilling period by time-intensity curve. SIpeak represents the peak of the signal intensity at the end of the perfusion process. Rt denotes refilling time, b indicates refilling rate. SI x b represents myocardial blood flow. SIpeak, Rt, b and SI x b showed significant differences in various segment of one patient. SIpeak exhibited significant difference between the control and observation groups (P < 0.05). The area under curve (AUC) of ROC was determined to be 0.782 and the optimum critical point was 64.4. SIpeak < or = 64.4 could predict the risk of coronary atherosclerotic heart disease with a sensitivity of 83.3% and a specificity of 69.0%. With the use of CnTI, myocardial perfusion was satisfactorily shown. The data from this initial study indicate that MCE and Qontrasts quantitative analysis software can evaluate the defect and damage area of myocardial infarction and low blood flow. SIpeak is a valuable predictor of coronary atherosclerotic heart disease.